REFERENCE:
NATIONAL SWING MOTION TRUCK
SIDE FRAME COLUMN OPENING
RESTORATION ACCEPTANCE GAGE
DWG. 51934 REV A
GAGE NO. 51934
ASF CIRCULAR N5075

REFERENCE:

PRT NO. | GAGE NO. | "A" | "B" | JOURNAL SIZE |
--------|----------|-----|-----|--------------|
W982    | 51934    | 17.125 | 16.938 | 5 X 11, 6 1/2 X 12 |
W982-1  | 51934-1  | 17.625 | 17.438 | 6 X 11 LOW DECK |
W982-2  | 51934-2  | 18.125 | 17.938 | 7X12 |

MANUFACTURE TOLERANCE:
DECIMAL: +/- .010"
FRACTIONS: +/- 1/32"

BOXED DIMENSIONS ARE MINIMUM
CHARACTERISTICS TO BE VERIFIED
FOR RECERTIFICATION
RECERTIFICATION TOLERANCE +/- .020"

Material:
Stainless Steel 17-7
Thickens: 3/16"
Hardened

Scale: .3X
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